
  
 

UX Designer 
 
We're looking for a talented and innovative Senior UX/UI Designers to join the dream team - this is 
your opportunity. 
 
Youfoodz continues to pave the way as the future of food and now is the time to join The Fam! We 
are now looking for a passionate front-end developer to join the dream team.  
 
Here at Youfoodz, our mission is simple. We believe in freedom and we think people deserve more 
of it. We're a rapidly growing, innovative fresh meal company and we're all about giving our 
customers the convenience of a healthy lifestyle.  
 
Being a customer focused company, our mission is to blow people away not only with our food; but 
our branding, design, and overall customer experience. Where most people want good, we want 
amazing! The future of food is in the people who eat it - and we are bringing them along for the ride 
as we create the future.  
 
At Youfoodz we are bringing talented people together. You'll get to work with a team that says yes 
to new ideas, a team that is about innovation. This will be a full-time position with an immediate 
start for the right person that astounds us with their awesomeness T 
 
his is an opportunity for a creative UX/UI genius with a killer portfolio who excels in creating digital 
experiences that intuitively connects with customers on any platform. An obsession with quality and 
the passion to solve problems with creativity.  
 
Let’s get down to the nitty gritty of your role: 
 
Core skills: 
 
Collaborate with all key stakeholders incl. developers, marketing team, and department heads.   
 
Research, plan and conceptualise innovative user experiences and interactions   
 
Develop sound UX concepts, including the definition of customer needs, task analysis, and the 
creation of personas, storyboards, scenarios, user flows and use cases   
 
Apply conceptual thinking to create world-class digital solutions across multiple platforms, cleverly 
bringing together user needs, business goals and technical realities   
 
Transform ideas and mockups into high fidelity concepts and designs  Advocate for users and 
develop designs that deliver value and emphasis ease-of-use   
 
Evangelise and advance user experience best practices, tools and documentation  Initiate and 
establish creative concepts that will drive engagement and conversion   
 
Transform complicated processes and concepts into simple, intuitive user flows and interfaces  
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Provide final detailed design specifications and assets for software engineers to implement  
 
-  
Bonus Round: 
• Shopify Experience 
 
 
What you’ll have 
 

- Experience in user experience design for web & mobile applications and digital products   
- Exceptional collaboration, presentation and communication skills  
- Ability to express and present meaningful opinions regarding UX design to all stakeholders   
- Deep understanding of usability and accessibility standards Knowledge of the latest UX best 

practices   
- Ability to think strategically in response to the brief and brand to create effective and 

innovative outcomes   
- Ability to understand and focus objectives and deliverables at the technical and creative 

level with a user-centric approach  
- Experience with using and creating user interface design patterns   
- A strong sense of time management, deadlines, and the ability to adapt diverse challenges 

and competing priorities  Ridiculous accuracy and attention to detail Mad skills using 
industry tools such as Sketch, Figma, InVision, and the Adobe Creative Suite, as well as 
project management tools and systems   

- Slick UI and Visual design is second nature Extensive industry knowledge of current digital 
design standards and trends 
 Knows how to lead & motivate a team Can empower as opposed to dictate action Ability to 
work efficiently in a fast-paced team environment  Ability to work effectively & handle 
pressure when necessary 
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Why Youfoodz 
This is a rare and challenging opportunity at Youfoodz!  On offer is an exciting role working within a 
dynamic People and Culture team in a rapidly growing business driven by innovation and success. 
Enjoy the benefits of an amazing workplace culture, perks and heavily discounted products.  Enjoy 
being part of a team who values Innovation, fun, aspiration, safety, authenticity, communication 
and challenging the status quo! 
 
Be part of the Youfoodz story – APPLY NOW by submitting a copy of your resume and cover letter 
detailing why you’re the best person for the role to careers@youfoodz.com!! 
 
Think outside the box – creative applications will be highly regarded! 
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